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Firm Overview 

Organizational Structure 

1. Firm headquarters: 

 

DSM Capital Partners LLC 

7111 Fairway Drive, Suite 350  

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418 

 

2. Describe the history and origins of the company. 

 
Founded in 2001 by Daniel Strickberger and Stephen Memishian, DSM Capital Partners LLC 
began operations by opening its U.S. Large Cap Growth Equity investment strategy to clients in 
December 2001. The firm has focused exclusively on managing long-only, high-conviction, 
growth equity portfolios with an intermediate/long-term investment horizon. 
 

3. Describe ownership structure of the company including % owned by employees, PMs, and 
outside interests. 
 

DSM is 100% owned by its employees (including one retired partner with a de minimis holding). 

We have no outside interests.  The Firm’s co-managing partners, Daniel Strickberger and Steve 

Memishian, own DSM’s control stock in equal parts. Including the control stock, they together 

own 59% of Firm equity in equal parts, while other employees own the remaining 41% of Firm 

equity.  DSM does not provide a breakdown of the 18 other employees by name and 

shareholding. 

 

4. Please indicate if there are any related companies and describe their relationship to your 

organization.   

 

DSM is not related in any fashion to any other company. 

 

5. Where is the team located for the strategy under consideration?   

 

The headquarters office in Florida encompasses the investment advisory function, as well as firm 

management, trading, legal and compliance, all operations and much of client service.  DSM also 

has an ancillary office at Greenwich Office Park #9, 2nd floor, Greenwich, CT 06831, which 

houses two of eight Analyst/PMs and two client service specialists. 

 

6. Attach a current organizational chart as an appendix by department/function that includes 

all relevant senior management/ investment/ operations personnel. Comment on any 

recent changes to this organizational structure. Please complete the following table: 

 

Please see Exhibit A – DSM Organization Chart. Including the two managing partners, DSM has 

24 employees. Daniel Strickberger also serves as DSM’s Chief Investment Officer and Steve 

Memishian also serves as DSM’s Chief Operating Officer.  There have not been any recent 

changes to this organizational structure. 
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DSM’s Investment team consists of the eight Analyst/PMs and the CIO. DSM manages all 

strategies on a team basis. Individual client portfolios are managed to match the model portfolio 

for a given strategy, except for any stated restrictions. Company fundamental research and 

analysis, and the building of proprietary projected earnings models are the work of the 

Analyst/PMs. The CIO and Analyst/PMs jointly determine portfolio holdings and position sizes. 

The Trading Desk is comprised of two professionals. Our head trader has more than 20 years of 

trading experience in common stocks (listed and OTC), and our second trader has 11 years of 

trading experience. 

DSM’s Compliance team consists of the General Counsel/CCO and an associate attorney.  

There are two senior Client Service and Business Development professionals. 

DSM’s Operations team consists of eight specialists whose responsibilities include various client 

services such as new account opening, performance calculation, billing, client reporting, trade 

reconciliation, financial and office management 

INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS 
Number of 
Employees 

Average 
Number of Yrs 
Invest. Exp 

Average 
Number of Yrs 
with Firm 

Portfolio Managers* 9 23 12 

Analysts* 8* 21 11 

Traders 2 10 18 

Economists/ Market Strategists    

Other (specify)    

TOTAL 11 22 11 

*Eight Portfolio Managers are also Research Analysts 

BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS 
Number of 
Employees 

Average 
Number of Yrs 
Prof. Exp 

Average 
Number of Yrs 
with Firm 

General Management (COO) 1 36 18 

Marketing, Client Service 6 23 7 

Administration, Business 
Management 

1 23 10 

Compliance/Legal 2 16 6 

Other (Controller, HR) 2 26 7 

TOTAL 13 23 7 

 

7. Provide details regarding the loss or addition of any investment professional(s) over the 

past 36 months. Include reasons for the departure/hiring of professionals, as well the as 

names of organizations that professionals subsequently joined/ came from. 

 

There have been two departures and one addition in the last three years. 

 

Departures: 

 
Date 

Name  Position 
 

Replacement Reason for departure 

December, 

2017 

Zhihui 

(JoJo) Hu 

 Analyst/PM No Replacement Personal 

May, 2018 Takehiko 

Serai 

 Analyst/PM Takamune 

Fujikawa 

Career Change 
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Addition: 

Date Name Position 
 

Previous Employer 

May, 2018 Takamune Fujikawa Analyst/PM SMBC Nikko Securities 

 

8. Provide a list of the components of your compensation schedule for investment 

professionals.  Has the compensation schedule changed within the past 12 months?  If so, 

describe how. 

 

Investment personnel (Analyst/PMs) are compensated with a bi-weekly salary, quarterly stock 

distribution, and an annual merit bonus. Salary is typically not more than 25% of total annual 

compensation, except for new hires, who may have a first-year guarantee.  There is no cap 

placed on bonuses as a percentage of base salary. 

 

There have been no changes to the compensation schedule within the past 12 months. 

 

9. Describe level of employee investment within the strategies. 

 

DSM investment personnel (and most operations/development personnel) are invested, in a 

meaningful way, in the strategies we offer to clients.  We believe that any stock we buy for client 

portfolios should at least be well-owned by the Firm’s investment team. 

 

10. Provide details on succession planning for key personnel at the firm. 

 

DSM has developed a succession plan to deal with both unanticipated turnover and to provide an 

orderly, long-term transition of the Firm to the next generation.  The co-founders jointly own the 

control stock.  If something were to happen to either one of them, the other would assume full 

responsibility, at least on an interim basis.  If one of the analysts/PMs were to leave 

unexpectedly, the Firm would move quickly to find a replacement.  However, as DSM is a model 

portfolio firm in which each of the analysts/PMs is a generalist, the unintended loss of any one or 

two would be a disappointment, but it would not in any way alter the Firm’s investment philosophy 

or process.  Furthermore, the investment team includes five individuals who have been with the 

Firm for eleven to eighteen years.  These individuals fully embrace DSM’s investment strategy 

and process, and are committed to its continuation.  From a succession standpoint they would 

continue to implement the same approach DSM has always used, because they understand and 

believe in its efficacy.  Further, this team includes significant shareholders who have worked 

effectively with each other for many years.  It is most likely a subset of these individuals who will 

lead DSM in the future. 

 

11. What  is  your  firm  doing  to  ensure  organizational  stability  amongst  its  investment 

professionals? 

 Organizational stability amongst DSM’s investment professionals is ensured by: 

 a) Offering a meaningful ownership share in the company, where everyone participates in the 

Firm’s success; 
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 b) paying compensation (salary and bonus) based on the performance of client accounts, not 

whether an analyst’s stocks helped or hurt over a period of time (it’s everyone’s credit or blame, 

including the CIO); 

c) delegating significant responsibility and creating a non-hierarchical, professional and respectful 

atmosphere. The investment team is incented to have the best stocks in the portfolio regardless 

of who is covering each stock. 

 

12. Provide details on the policies and practices for training and the ability to keep current on 

industry matters. 

 

a. What is the frequency of internal meetings, how is information shared? 

 

DSM’s investment team is compact in nature; therefore, communication is fluid and 

simple to achieve. Any information on industry matters is communicated to the entire 

team.  

 

b. What are your sources of information, on current events? 

 

DSM purchases various research services, which include expert interviews, survey 

research, specific industry data such as pharmaceutical scripts, Wall Street (“Sell Side”) 

research, and the opinions of certain economists.   

 

The entire investment team studies and discusses this steady stream of macro, industry 

and company-specific data every day looking for bits and pieces of new information that 

differ from, or confirm, DSM’s current investment thesis for each holding or candidate, or 

DSM’s quantitative conclusions embedded in its revenue and earnings models for each 

holding or candidate.   

 

13. What is the firm’s client mix?* 

 

DSM’s client mix consists of the following: 

 

ACCOUNT TYPE:  % AUM 

CORPORATE   13.3% 

CORPORATE PENSION 4.3% 

FOUNDATION   10.2% 

HIGH NET WORTH  14.3% 

INDIV-IRA   0.8% 

MUTUAL FUND   6.5% 

PUBLIC PENSION  15.4% 

SOVEREIGN FUND  11.0% 

TAFT HARTLEY  0.2% 

WRAP    14.5% 

COMMINGLED/POOLED 9.5% 

 

*Data as of September 30 2019 
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Assets Under Management 

 
14. Indicate all the active equity investment products your firm offers, along with current AUM. 

 

AUM as of September 30, 2019 in USD Million 

 Value Core Growth 

Large Cap (U.S. Large Cap Growth)   $5,444.88 

Mid Cap    

Small Cap     

Index-tracking (specify)    

Enhanced Index-tracking (specify)    

Balanced    

Global   $1,254.37 

International    $38.48 

Specialty (specify) Asia, Emerging 
Markets 

  $16.53 

Other (specify)     

 

15. Check all the active fixed income investment products your firm offers, along with current 

AUM. 

 

DSM does not offer any fixed income investment strategies. 

Quality Duration 

 Short-Term Medium-Term Long-Term 

High– fully discretionary    

Medium – fully discretionary    

Low Cap – fully discretionary    

Global – fully discretionary    

Specialty (specify)    

Other (specify)    

 

16. Describe any new products your firm has launched or registered in the past 12 months.  

Comment on any plans for additional new products. What product(s) will you be 

emphasizing? 

 

DSM has been incubating a high conviction Asia Growth strategy as of November 1, 2018.  Year-

to-date, it has been nicely outperforming the MSCI Asia Ex-Japan benchmark.  

 

17. Complete the following tables, providing most recent quarterly figures on total firm assets 

under management and historical assets under management by year: 

Quarter (specify) Total Assets Under Management ($ Million) 

3rd Quarter 2019 $6,754.26 

2018 $6,026.14 

2017 $7,808.67 

2016 $6,120.82 
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Year 

AUM in 
Domestic 
Equity 
Strategies* 
($M) 

Global 
Equity AUM 
($M) 

AUM in 
F.I. 
Strategies 
($M) 

AUM in Int’l 
Strategies* 
($M) 

AUM in other 
Strategies – 
EM ($M) 

Total AUM ($M) 

3rd Q 
2019 

$5,444.9 $1,254.4 N.A. $38.5 $16.5 
$6,754.3 

2018 $4,753.5 $1,223.2 N.A. $37.5 $11.9 $6,026.1 

2017 $5,404.6 $2,387.7 N.A. $5.5 $10.9 $7,808.7 

2016 $4,293.6 $1,822.9 N.A. $3.2 - $6,119.7 

2015 $5,251.1 $1,803.1 N.A. $3.3 - $7,057.5 
*Preferably, break Global assets into the underlying Domestic Equity and International components.  

Alternatively, add a Global column to this table. 

 

18. For the specific strategy under consideration, please provide a five year history of the 

strategy’s AUM and the number of accounts invested in the strategy, if SMA (if SMA & 

fund, please list AUM separately).   

 

Year AUM (SMA) AUM (Fund) Number of Accounts (SMA) 

2019 $5,360.1 $216.7 423 

2018 $4,567.1 $186.4 335 

2017 $5,065.7 $221.5 324 

2016 $4,036.4 $180.0 321 

2015 $4,972.1 $201.6 332 

 

19. Provide, in aggregate, the number of clients, portfolios, separate strategies and total 

assets the portfolio manager(s) of this product(s) oversee. 

 

DSM’s investment team consists of the eight analyst/PM’s and a CIO. DSM manages all 

strategies on a team basis. Individual client portfolios are managed to match the model portfolio 

for a given strategy, except for any stated restrictions. The team manages six different strategies 

totaling $6,754.26 asset under management with 482 client accounts as of September 30 2019. 

 

20. Please provide a list of products available in separate account vehicles. 

 

Separate account vehicles are available in the following six strategies: 

 

US Large Cap Growth 

Global Growth 

Global Focus Growth 

Global Dividend Growth 

International Growth 

Emerging Markets Growth 

 

21. On what other platform(s) is the strategy available? 

 

DSM US Large Cap Growth strategy is used by other firms for wrap accounts and it is 

recommended by large consultants.   
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Investments 

Investment Style and Philosophy 

22. Provide a brief history of your organization implementing the strategy, including inception 

date.   

 

DSM was founded in 2001 by Daniel Strickberger and Steve Memishian. The U.S. Large Cap 

Growth Equity investment strategy was the first strategy to be launched in December 2001. 

However, Mr. Memishian and Mr. Strickberger had been managing substantial client assets in a 

large cap growth strategy at W.P. Stewart & Co. from 1991 through September 2000.  Mr. 

Strickberger and Mr. Memishian left W.P. Stewart & Co. to form a growth firm with a value 

backbone believing that focusing on quality growth companies purchased with a focus on 

valuation, along with a robust research methodology for generating new investment candidates, 

would lead to superior results. 

  

23. Describe your management style as it applies to this strategy: (Check all that apply) 

Concentrated Portfolios x Contrarian  

Core Manager  Active Sector Sel.  

Established Growth Stocks x Bottom-up Stock Sel. x 

Emerging Growth Stocks x Theme Oriented  

Yield Oriented  Industry Oriented  

Value Oriented  Other (specify)  

 

24. What is the portfolio objective? 

 

The objective of DSM’s Large Cap Growth portfolio is to own quality growth companies with 

predictable streams of earnings which generate attractive rates of return over time when 

purchased at rational prices.  Although we have no specific performance target, DSM expects to 

outperform its benchmark by 200 to 300 basis points per annum over a full market cycle. The 

source of alpha has primarily resulted from stock selection, and to a lesser extent, sector 

allocation. 

 

25. Briefly describe your investment style and philosophy for this product. Include the 

approach to security selection, market capitalization range, sector/industry, and 

country/region weights.  Also address the decision making process and the titles and 

responsibilities of the various individuals involved at each stage of the process. 

 

DSM has focused exclusively on managing long-only, concentrated growth portfolios with an 

intermediate/long-term investment horizon and high active share.  Our investment philosophy is 

based on the belief that high-quality companies that consistently grow their earnings, as long as 

their shares are purchased at reasonable valuations, should produce attractive returns over time. 
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DSM’s decision-making process utilizes both fundamental and valuation analyses to evaluate 

investment opportunities. The firm has one team of investment professionals who, working with 

Daniel Strickberger (CIO), implement the same intensive research approach and valuation 

discipline regardless of the company’s geography, industry or market cap. As bottom up stock 

pickers, our work is done on the front end to select the positions that we own. There is no one 

person who is responsible for the success or failure of equity positions at DSM. Normally names 

may only involve the analyst and the CIO. However, at times three or four members of the team 

may participate in the investment decision. The CIO has overriding authority.   

 

While DSM normally diversifies the portfolio among five to seven sectors, we do not have sector 

or industry weight constraints.  Clients may impose position or sector weight limits.  

Tracking error is not explicitly targeted. Foreign domiciled positions are limited to a maximum of 

20% at market. Below are the general individual holding weights: 

- 1% to 2% weight to start 

- 3% to 5% average weight at cost 

- 5% to 7% at cost for select investments 

 

26. Describe the strengths of your firm. How do you differentiate yourself from other 

investment managers?  

 

DSM’s differentiating factors include the following: 

 

• Substantial experience in the management of long-only concentrated growth equity 

portfolios.  This competency is grounded in intensive fundamental research and combined with a 

rigorous valuation methodology.  

• A consistently applied investment philosophy and investment process since the firm’s 

inception that has outperformed in all strategies. DSM has a demonstrated ability to recover from 

periods of underperformance. 

• A commitment to internal research resources - seasoned analysts, who are responsible 

for searching the world for new investment ideas aimed at enhancing returns/performance while 

reducing risk.  

• A collegial, team-oriented portfolio management process bolstered by a compensation 

system that encourages analysts to recommend sells/trims as well as buys/adds.  

• Firm ownership structure that promotes exceptional organizational stability.  

• Alignment of interests with our clients in that the co-founders invest a substantial portion 

of their own net worth in the same securities / portfolios owned by our clients and the remaining 

members of the investment team invest in excess of 50% of their equity capital in DSM stocks or 

investment products.  We believe that any stock we buy for client portfolios should also be owned 

by the firm’s investment team. 

Investment Process 

27. What is your official benchmark?  Has your benchmark ever changed?  If so, how and 

why? 

 

While we are benchmark agnostic, most clients and consultants compare our performance to the 

Russell 1000 Growth Total Return.  The Russell 1000 Growth Index has an appropriate market 

capitalization distribution and range, and are considered to be an industry standard for large cap 

managers.  DSM also reports its performance against the S&P 500 Total Return. The benchmark 
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has not changed since the inception of  

 

28. Describe the security universe covered by your research. 

 

DSM maintains a “bench list”, which represents the broad universe on which the investment team 

begins its fundamental analysis and maintains proprietary research. There are 250 to 300 

companies that comprise our “bench list”.  

 

Additionally, DSM maintains an “on-deck” and “owned” lists of researched securities that are 

reviewed by the investment team daily. Approximately 100 companies, which are deemed to have 

the most sustainable and predictable EPS growth, regardless of valuation, are moved to DSM’s 

“on-deck” list.  These are the companies that have attractive fundamental characteristics and 

once the valuation adjusts, they would be candidates for inclusion in the portfolio. 

 

DSM’s “owned list” has approximately 80 stocks across all strategies. 

 

29. Describe, in detail, the various stages leading to final stock selection.  If appropriate, 

include an appendix illustrating the process (showing analytical measures applied and the 

size and characteristics of the stock pool remaining at each stage of analysis). 

 

The various stages leading to final stock selection include: 

 

1) Screening: DSM’s screens for companies with strong business models, few competitors and 

high barriers to entry with predictable revenue and earnings growth, solid balance sheets, free 

cash flow and high returns on equity and assets;  

 

2) Fundamental Research: Analyst/PM’s research companies through experts, industry/Wall 

Street conferences, SEC filings, suppliers, customers, competitors and management, sell side 

research; 

 

3) Earnings Models: Analyst/PM’s create detailed proprietary projection of EPS over the next 

three years with “most likely” and “low” scenarios;   

 

4) Valuation:  The analyst/PM and the CIO determine a target P/E ratio that DSM believes is 

reasonable and rational to reduce stock risk; 

 

5) Buy/Sell Discipline: We buy a stock when business fundamentals are strong, and the valuation 

is attractive on next four quarters of earnings. The combination of research and valuation 

discipline reduces risk and enhances return.  

DSM sells positions based primarily on: 1) an earnings miss or a "guide-down" of earnings by the 

company (assuming the longer term investment thesis for the holding is threatened); 2) DSM 

research based concerns over future earnings results; 3) a new/better idea; or 4) appreciation of 

the stock price which lowers the projected return to the three year projected target price. 

 

30. Are Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors integrated into the investment 

process? If so, please elaborate (also, see Appendix for additional questions). 

 

Yes. It is DSM’s policy to include ESG factors in its investment process. In general, if DSM 

determines that ESG factors may have a material impact on the potential long-term returns of an 
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investment, DSM will complete in-depth research on those issues and continue to monitor them 

for any developments and determine whether any action should be taken with respect to the 

investment. 

 

DSM will invest in companies with ESG issues when our research concludes that the issues are 

not material to long-term financial returns. DSM will evaluate Board of Directors independence, 

qualifications and procedures, with regard to achieving future financial returns for shareholders. 

 

31. Are there any persistent biases to your holdings relative to the market (valuation, 

capitalization, growth in earnings, sector/country exposures, etc.)?  Have these changed 

over time?  If so, how and why? 

 

DSM’s US Large Cap Growth strategy inherently has a large cap growth style bias. It is not 

managed by country and sector weights. Instead we allow our bottom-up analysis of companies 

to create portfolio choices with country and sector weights as a secondary consideration. 

 

32. Provide the minimum and maximum sector (and country, if applicable) allocations the 

portfolio would have on an absolute or benchmark-relative basis.  

 

While DSM normally diversifies the portfolio among five to seven sectors, we do not have sector 

or industry weight constraints. Clients may impose position or sector weight limits. 

 

33. Do you manage differently in different market conditions?  If so, explain the degree of 

variation and the circumstances surrounding it. 

 

DSM does not manage differently in different market conditions. 

 

34. What is your policy on holding cash? Are there limits to the percentage of the portfolio 

that may be held in cash? Historically, what have cash levels been?   

 

The firm manages fully invested portfolios.  Cash is a residual of the investment process and 

averages 0% to 2% of the portfolio.  The historical three-year average cash position is 0.7%. 

 

35. For domestic (international) strategies, what is your policy on investing in international 

(domestic) securities?  Have there been any changes to this policy? 

 

The US Large Cap Growth strategy may invest up to 20% of its assets in equity securities of 

foreign issuers. Up until March 31, 2017, the US Large Cap Growth strategy had historically 

invested approximately 15% of its assets in foreign equity securities.  

 

36. Describe the economic and market conditions under which you would expect your 

investment style to outperform the market.  When would you expect it to underperform? 

 

DSM's strategy should outperform in both “normal” and “down” markets.  DSM's least favorable 

market environment is a strong up market, where valuations are ignored as investors chase both 

cyclical companies and low-quality companies. 

 

37. Describe the portfolio control and review procedures used to assure that the portfolio 

conforms with stated policy. 
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All accounts are reviewed by the traders and the compliance officer on a daily basis.  All trades 

are reviewed through real-time reporting by the INDATA system.  Additional compliance reports 

are run to ensure that all accounts are adhering to client restrictions.  DSM uses the same system 

for Pre and Post trade compliance.   

 

38. Describe your policies concerning trading and execution. 

 

Once a buy or sell decision has been made, a written order is given to the head trader who then 

prepares a trade ticket showing buy/sell, security name, ticker, total shares, portfolio manager 

name and any special instructions, including price limits. For certain model portfolio trades, after 

the trader enters the trade into DSM’s trading system, the COO or his designee checks every 

aspect of the trade using a spreadsheet routine to prevent trade errors. All trades are transmitted 

electronically. DSM’s traders actively monitor all transactions and are in constant contact with 

executing broker/dealers. 

 

At the end of the trading day, the COO or designee checks the trade blotter and all tickets, and 

signs off on them. All completed tickets, with allocation results attached, are maintained in a 

trading file. 

 

Trade generation is accomplished within INDATA. That process automatically identifies any 

restrictions (tickers, position weights, country of origin, sector limits, etc.) and either prohibits the 

trade or allows the trading desk to override, with an email notification sent to compliance. 

 

It is DSM’s policy to execute orders for clients fairly and equitably and DSM may aggregate client 

trades where possible and when advantageous.  We will typically aggregate trades of various 

clients whose accounts can be traded at a given broker-dealer and we will generally rotate or vary 

the order of broker-dealers used to execute a given trade. During the entry of an aggregated 

order, a pre-allocation ticket is typically generated by DSM that identifies each client account 

participating in the order and the proposed allocation of the order.  If the order cannot be 

executed in full, the securities purchased or sold will be allocated pro-rata among the participating 

client accounts in accordance with the pre-allocation ticket.  However, adjustments to this pro-rata 

allocation may be made by DSM to participating client accounts.  Adjustments to this pro-rata 

allocation include, but are not limited to, to avoid having odd amounts of shares held in any client 

account or to avoid excessive ticket charges in smaller accounts.  If an order is allocated in a 

manner other than stated on a pre-allocation ticket, a written explanation of the change will 

generally be provided to, and approved by, the CCO on the day of trade. 

 

39. Estimate (by use of percentages) the proportionate effect you would expect each decision 

to have on total rate of return over the long run: 

 Expected (%) 

Sector/industry allocation 10 

Stock selection 90 

Asset allocation (stocks, bonds, cash)  

Other (specify)  

 100% 
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40. If there is an investment committee, discuss its role and function in the investment 

process. 

 

DSM does not have a formal investment committee with scheduled meetings. Rather, DSM’s 

Analyst/PMs work closely with the CIO to make each investment decision jointly. However, the 

CIO has the ultimate responsibility and final authority on the securities that may be purchased or 

sold.  

 

41. Describe your sell discipline. 

 

DSM sells positions based primarily on: 1) an earnings miss or a "guide-down" of earnings by the 

company (assuming the longer term investment thesis for the holding is threatened); 2) DSM 

research based concerns over future earnings results; 3) a new/better idea; or 4) appreciation of 

the stock price which lowers the projected return to the three year projected target price. 

 

42. If applicable, how is currency exposure managed? If currency is actively hedged, please 

elaborate. 

 

DSM does not manage currency. 

 

43. Does the strategy use leverage, derivatives and/or short?  If yes, please describe.  

 

No, DSM does not use leverage, derivatives or short. 

 

44. Address any issues you feel are pertinent to the investment process which are not 

included in the above questions. 

 

It is DSM’s belief that fundamental analysis of earnings coupled with the avoidance of over-

valued stocks, is a timeless and well-respected method. The implementation of our investment 

process has improved due to the stability, tenure and experience of DSM’s investment team. 

 

45. Describe the formal/informal position review process employed by the firm. 

 

DSM maintains a position cross reference report listing all accounts, their security positions and 

restrictions.  This report is run on a daily basis and reviewed by the senior portfolio managers and 

traders.   

 

In addition, all DSM client accounts are checked prior to market open using our Electra 

reconciliation system.  This software compares previous day client custodial information – all 

positions, transactions, and cash - to the same information in INDATA.  Exceptions are easily 

identified, and dealt with through postings to INDATA or the occasional custodial correction.  

DSM reconciles cash “to the penny”. 

 

 

 

 

 

Research & Team 
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46. Provide a brief overview of your research process.  Your comments should include 

answers to the following questions: 

 

a. Do analysts specialize by industry? By country? Are they generalists? 

 

DSM is a model portfolio firm in which each of the analysts/PMs is a generalist. 

 

b. What is the relative importance of internal and external research? 

 

Most of DSM’s research is generated internally while up to approximately a third is 

obtained externally through proprietary services, as well as “Street” research. Research 

acquired from these external sources includes: expert opinions, proprietary surveys, 

financial models, and economic analyses and trends. This external research is 

incorporated into the DSM analysts’ proprietary modelling and helps support the Firm’s 

decision-making process. While DSM does conduct site visits with companies, we prefer 

to meet with management in small group meetings or at “one-on-one” meetings at 

industry conferences. Our use of “experts” through Gerson Lehrman Group, and the 

investment team’s experienced judgment about a given business model are the more 

important research tools. 

 

c. How are analysts’ ideas and research integrated into the investment process and 

final portfolio construction?  

 

DSM’s investment team searches for investment ideas by studying and discussing a 

steady stream of macro, industry and company-specific data every day, looking for bits 

and pieces of new information that differ from, or confirm, DSM’s current investment 

thesis for each holding or candidate.  

The team strives to (a) identify superior growth companies that have predictable and 

stable earnings growth, (b) buy such companies at reasonable P/E values that we believe 

can expand, (c) concentrate the portfolio on approximately 25 holdings, and (d) sell 

positions that have run up in price to the point that their expected returns are dilutive to 

the portfolio. 

 

 

47. List the senior portfolio managers and analysts involved in research for this strategy and 

their areas of specialization, if applicable.  Give number of years with your firm and 

number of years of investment experience. Please attach team bios as an appendix.  

Name Specialization Total Years Total Years with Firm 

Daniel Strickberger 
CIO 

Co-Managing Partner 
38 18 

Justin Burk, CFA 

Medical Technology 
Enterprise Software 
Computer Storage 

Computer Communications 
Specialty Chemicals 

Agriculture 
Multi-Industry 

21 17 

Hannah Chiang 
Payment Processing 

Chinese Online Advertising 
Retail 

21 4 
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Apparel 
Consumer Discretionary 

Pinaki Kar 

Biotech/Pharma 
Consumer Staples 

Discount Stores 
Medical Technology 

Industrial Gases 
Business Software 
Semiconductors 

11 11 

David McVey, CFA 

Internet Services 
Payment Processing 

Banking 
Media/Advertising 

Energy Services 
Investment Mgt 

23 18 

Takamune Fujikawa, CFA 

Consumer Staples 
Consumer Discretionary 

Financials 
Industrials 

24 1 

Steven Tish, CFA 

Biotech 
Pharmaceuticals 

Restaurants 
Gaming 
Lodging 
Travel 

27 12 

Erick Woodworth, CFA 

Personal Computers 
Railroads 

Freight Forwarders 
Aviation 

Computer Services 
Networking Software 

Security Software 

18 18 

Kenneth Yang 

Consumer Discretionary 
Industrials 

Chinese Internet 
Business Services 

Video Gaming 

20 5 

 

48. What external kinds of research (company, economic, database, etc.) and external sources 

do you find most useful?  How do you use them? 

 

One of the important components of DSM’s qualitative company research is the use of industry 

experts.  DSM typically sources these experts through the Gerson Lehrman Group (“GLG”), 

which, for a fee, helps connect impressive industry experts with investment managers to address 

specific questions. DSM has also used GLG and other third-party providers to help design and 

distribute surveys that assist the investment manager in understanding critical investment issues. 

 

49. How do you conduct your internal research (build models, apply computer screening, visit 

companies, etc.)? 

 

There are three components to DSM’s internal research: 1.) fundamental research; 2.) the 

development of a detailed earnings model (quarterly for each of the next four quarters and 

annually for each of the following three years); and 3.) setting a target P/E.   

Before the fundamental research begins, DSM screens for growth ideas by searching several 

databases representing thousands of companies, using a number of quality criteria, including 

revenue growth, earnings growth, free cash flow, profitability, debt and lack of earnings misses. 

DSM also seeks to identify companies with communicative and experienced management teams. 
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Fundamental research of potential investment candidates is prepared by our eight in-house 

analysts/PMs. This qualitative research is thorough, and on-going. In addition to analysis of 

company results over several years, DSM’s analysts/PMs attend Wall Street sponsored 

conferences. In that setting they have the opportunity to screen a broad range of companies in a 

particular industry and arrange meetings with the top managements of companies DSM owns or 

would be interested in owning. Importantly, in addition to such sponsored conferences, the 

analysts/PMs also attend industry conferences, which typically span several days and provide us 

with a “full immersion” with a company, its competitors and its customers.  DSM’s analysts/PMs 

are also attendees at company-sponsored analysts’ days, though some of these are clearly “dog 

and pony shows”.  DSM does use Wall Street research, but it tends to be a supplement to its 

proprietary work. The analyst/PMs also contract with survey research firms to conduct proprietary 

surveys on relevant issues within certain industries. 

Another important component of DSM’s qualitative company research is the use of industry 

experts.  DSM typically sources these experts through the Gerson Lehrman Group (“GLG”), 

which, for a fee, helps connect impressive industry experts with investment managers to address 

specific questions. DSM has also used GLG and other third-party providers to help design and 

distribute surveys that assist the investment manager in understanding critical investment issues. 

After the qualitative research is complete, the analyst/PM utilizes the research to create a detailed 

proprietary projection of earnings per share estimates over the next three years.  These 

projections are based on thorough modelling of the company, discussions with the management 

and its competitors, a study of the candidate’s industry and the critical factors that drive industry 

growth.  A historical financial analysis is completed as well.  The income statement and cash flow 

statements are particularly emphasized both historically and prospectively. 

In its stock valuation work, DSM focuses primarily on P/E ratios. DSM will generally only buy a 

stock that we believe has a forward four quarter P/E ratio that will rise by at least 10% over the 

next three years.  To accomplish this, a target P/E ratio that DSM believes is reasonable and is 

reflective of a fairly/normally valued stock three years from now, is selected.  DSM will typically 

buy when the company clears two hurdles: 1) it must have attractive fundamental business 

characteristics that translate into a reasonably predictable and growing stream of earnings and 2) 

it must have a P/E on forward four quarters earnings that is normally 10% below the target P/E 

three years from now. 

In order to determine a target P/E, the relevant analyst/PM, in conjunction with the CIO, takes into 

consideration a number of qualitative and quantitative factors.  Among the qualitative factors are 

barriers to entry, number of competitors, economic cyclicality, customer loyalty, price competition, 

global reach, government involvement and management quality.  Among the quantitative factors 

are historic revenue and EPS growth, projected revenue and EPS growth, margins, return on 

assets, return on equity, capital expenditures, and the historic range of P/E over the last five 

years.  Once a target P/E has been agreed upon, it may occasionally be adjusted. However, 

normally the change is only incremental. 

50. Using a scale of 1 to 5 (with 1 indicating very important, 5 very unimportant), describe the 

relative importance of each of the research disciplines.  

 Fundamental analysis of financial statements 1 
 Quantitative screening based on historical data* 5 
 Quantitative screening based on projections* 5 
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 Evaluation of company management, products, etc. 1 
 Technical analysis 5 
 Economic forecasting 3 
 Earnings Revision 2 
 Other (specify) Expert Interview 1 
 
*Assuming “Quantitative” means algorithms 

Portfolio Characteristics & Positioning 

51. List and discuss the current sector weightings of the portfolio and the rationale for any 

significant over/underweight. 

Sector  
Portfolio (%) 
As of (09/30/2019) 

Benchmark (%) 
As of (09/30/2019) 

 Communication Services 20.35 11.41 

Consumer Discretionary 18.63 14.43 

Consumer Staples 2.58 4.93 

Energy 0 0.27 

Financials 1.93 3.16 

Health Care 14.91 14.23 

Industrials 0 9.97 

Information Technology 41.05 37.58 

Materials 0 1.45 

Real Estate 0 2.58 

 

52. How has the current sector weightings changed over the past 12 months? 

 

DSM had owned 10.53% of Financials at 09/30/18 and sold off two positions; Charles Schwab 

and Toronto-Dominion Bank in the 1st quarter of 2019. We currently own 1.93% of MSCI Inc in 

Financials at the end of 09/30/2019. 

53. If applicable, list and discuss the current country/region weightings of the portfolio and 
the rationale for any significant over/underweight. 

 

Country/Region 
Portfolio (%) 
As of (09/30/2019) 

Benchmark (%) 
As of (09/30/2019) 

Asia Pacific 11.75 0.18 

North America 87.67 98.30 

South and Central America 0 0.01 

Western Europe 0 1.51 

   

   

   

   

   
54.  How has the current country/region weightings changed over the past 12 months? 

 
The regional weights above are almost identical at 09/30/2018. 
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55. Provide a brief description of your top 10 holdings, including investment thesis. 

 

Top 10 Holdings as of September 30 2019 

 

MICROSOFT CORP    9.17% 

ADOBE INC     7.34% 

ALIBABA GROUP HOLDING-SP ADR  6.23% 

VISA INC-CLASS A SHARES   6.18% 

ALPHABET INC-CL A    5.90% 

AMAZON.COM INC    5.68% 

TENCENT HOLDINGS LTD-UNS ADR  5.42% 

FACEBOOK INC-CLASS A   5.23% 

PAYPAL HOLDINGS INC   4.62% 

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING  4.46% 

 

Microsoft (MSFT) 

• One of the few mega cap stocks that could show accelerating EPS growth over the next 

3-4 years.  

• Company’s transition from on-premise solutions to the cloud is maturing, which should 

arrest the decline in gross margins in the near term, and eventually allow the company to 

increase gross margins as its cloud businesses gain further scale and efficiency.  

• Due to its strong entrenched enterprise position, it has the relationships to benefit as 

customers make the movement to the cloud and hybrid infrastructure environments.  

• Company is at the forefront of some of the hottest trends in tech including artificial 

intelligence and the Internet of Things.  

• The PC market appears to be finally finding a floor regarding sales. The enterprise PC 

market appears to be undergoing a refresh cycle with Windows 10.  

• Company has exited money losing propositions like its phone business. 

• CEO Nadella has really changed the culture of Microsoft from one of insularity and rigid 

inflexible partnerships to one that is much more open to working with third parties and embracing 

change. This has opened up a wealth of new opportunities for the company. 

 

Adobe Inc. (ADBE) 

• Software company with leading market shares in two high growth areas of the industry 1) 

digital media which is roughly 2/3 of revenues and 2) digital marketing which is roughly 1/3. 

Currently ~90% of the revenues are recurring. 

• Company has successfully transitioned most of its business to a subscription-based 

model that in addition to providing greater visibility into and stability of revenues has also 

expanded the total addressable market (TAM) by bringing new users into the fold and addressing 

piracy issues. 

• Within the Digital Media business the company continues to attract new users while 

targeting improvements in ARPU through new products and services and has recently started 

taking some pricing. 

• The Digital Experience business, where they are the leading provider with a complete 

offering in a fragmented marketplace, is large and growing at a brisk pace both organically and in-

organically. 

• The company continues to invest behind its products and go-to-market approaches but 

there is continued operating leverage in the model along with gradually improving margins from 

scale benefits for the Digital Experience business.  
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• The company has become a leading player in AI within the areas it serves with its Sensei 

technology that is available to both developers to add to their own code as well as to end users 

as services. Below are a few examples: 

o Automated personalization within Adobe Target uses machine learning to organically 

discover a customer’s preferences and deliver more effective and appreciated product 

recommendations. 

o Auto-allocate capability within the Analytics Cloud, automatically adjusts traffic during A/B 

testing (typical A/B tests distribute visitors equally between test options to discover which 

performs better) based on performance in real-time to maximize returns. For example, if 

conversion rises when customers are presented with Option A then Auto-Allocate will start 

funneling more customers towards that option. This enables companies to capitalize on the 

winning experience while the test it still on. 

o Content velocity (clients demand fast turnaround) is a critical factor for agencies. Finding 

the right content asset can be a tedious and time-consuming chore. AI capabilities in Adobe 

Stock that makes finding and using stock images or proprietary content quicker and easier 

through capabilities like automatic smart tags, aesthetic filters, visual search that enable matching 

a specific depth of field or vividness of color or a specific look are key. 

o The Adobe Research team recently trained a deep learning neural network to identify 

image manipulation — something forensic experts used to devote hours to, but now AI 

technology can identify in seconds. This, among other strategies, can help curb everything from 

image tampering to image noise, ensuring greater authenticity in creative and content.  

o Predictive Fatigue Management, a feature in Adobe Campaign, applies email frequency 

controls to limit the number of emails a customer receives. Reducing the number of unwanted 

emails serves both the customer and marketer, eliminating irritation for the recipients while 

boosting the conversion rate. Reducing spam merges business benefits with data ethics. 

o AI capabilities embedded in creative tools like Photoshop, Lightroom, Premiere, Illustrator 

etc. which analyze images and swap similar scenes and perspectives – the AI here recognizes 

not just the composition of the image but also content e.g., Content Aware Fill, Sensei Selection, 

lighting a 3D scene etc. There are many capabilities here enabled by machine learning from the 

vast amounts of data available to the company. 

o Within Document Cloud Sensei based capabilities enable transforming paper into 

editable digital documents, automating the use of the right fonts, creating form fields automatically 

cleaning up signatures within Adobe Sign etc.  

• Strong cash generation, solid balance sheet and ongoing cash return to shareholders 

through share buybacks. 

• Macro sensitivity and f/x exposure are risks along with any unforeseen hiccups in the 

transition process or M&A that derails the margin progression. 

 

Alibaba Group Holding (BABA) 

• Leading e-commerce player in China and the largest e-commerce company in the world 

by GMV.  Robust top line organic growth driven by proprietary big data, a captive merchant base, 

a large ecosystem of businesses, and over 600mm active annual buyers in China.  Mobile MAUs 

reached 666mm as of September 2018.  Alibaba operates a number of websites that target 

different consumers and businesses including TaoBao, TMall, Juhusuan, 1688, and AliExpress.  

In FY2017 and 18, BABA grew revenues and EPS at a 57% and 40% CAGR, respectively.   

• Profitability has declined in recent quarters as a result of heavy investments into areas 

with strong growth and huge TAM opportunity.  These include investments into New Retail, local 

services, cloud, digital media, logistics and financial services through Ant Financial.   New Retail 
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involves the full and seamless integration between offline and online commerce.  It essentially 

enables BABA to earn a take rate on offline goods sold through traditional retail.  

• Topline growth is expected to slow in the near term as BABA rolls out its new 

recommendation feeds without fully monetizing the ad inventory.  This is a new interface that 

BABA believes will ultimately lead to higher merchant advertising ROIC and a better user 

experience for consumers.  We expect they will ramp up monetization over time.   

• 3rd Party marketplace business model results in high profit margins, low capital 

requirements, and virtually no inventory.  The recent launch of New Retail stores such as HeMa 

and Intime do require inventory but we believe that these are more proof of concepts to 

demonstrate the value BABA brings to offline retailers.  Alibaba’s ubiquitous brands enable strong 

growth and the ability to launch new businesses despite limited sales & marketing expenditure.  

All of this results in very strong FCF generation.  FCF typically is about the same as Net Income.   

• Network effects from having the largest marketplace, economies of scale, and best-in-

class technology create high barriers for new entrants.  

• Alibaba also has a revenue share agreement with Ant Financial, a leading financial 

services marketplace platform in China.  This is in the process of being restructured to a 33% 

direct ownership stake.  Ant Financial was valued in a private round of financing at $60bn in April 

2016.  Alibaba has also been increasing transparency and control over its investment portfolio.  In 

the past year, they took control and began to consolidate both Ele.me and CaiNiao. 

• While China’s economic growth is slowing, the areas where BABA operates - retail sales, 

consumption, and the services economy - are all relatively strong.  This, coupled with the secular 

growth in Internet, mobile, and consumer finance make BABA poised to deliver solid growth for 

many years. 

 

Visa (V) 

• Operates the world’s largest electronic card payments network, with leading scale, reach, 

brand and financial resources. 

• Has a global presence in more than 170 countries. 

• Secular growth in card payments remains attractive globally, driven by strong growth in 

emerging markets (where Visa has leading share) and healthy growth in more mature markets 

like the US and Europe. 

• Significant operating leverage enabling the co to generate strong incremental margins. 

• Provides banking institutions with a product platform and transaction processing services 

to facilitate the exchange of commerce but does not take the credit risk associated with credit 

card transactions.   

• We estimate HSD revenue growth and mid to high teens EPS growth. 

• The integration of Visa Europe is driving incremental growth for Visa in terms of growing 

credit card usage and capturing a bigger share of processing transactions. 

 

Alphabet, Inc. (GOOG/GOOGL) 

• Dominant global player in the search advertising market with over 60% share. 

• Superior technology platform and relentless focus on search algorithm enhancements.  

• Search revenues represent ~70% of gross advertising revenues today, with growth being 

driven by strong mobile search revenues (estimate could be nearly $20B in gross revenues, 

which is nearly 5x estimated 2012 levels).   

• YouTube represents ~15% of gross advertising ($10b+ run rate, growing at 40%+) and 

we believe it is poised for continued market share gains.    
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• Despite nearly $64B in annualized gross Google website advertising revenue, the 

company continues to generate impressive organic high teens–low 20% growth (over the last 19 

quarters). 

• Operating margin trends are positive with consolidated operating margins (combined core 

Google + Other Bets), increasing for four consecutive quarters to nearly 42%.   

• Continues to invest heavily in both R&D and sales/marketing, focusing on search 

enhancements and large revenue opportunities in mobile, YouTube, Google Play and cloud. 

• Balance sheet has $127 per share of cash, or ~15% of the market cap. 

• We believe GOOGL has the potential to generate mid-teens revenue growth and high 

teens EPS growth. 

 

Amazon.com (AMZN) 

• Following 10 years of heavy investment in infrastructure to support rapid growth, the 

company seems to have entered a new phase where we are seeing the benefits of that 

substantial investment. Earnings have hit an inflection point which has brought the valuation 

down to a range that we consider attractive given the large market opportunities the company has 

ahead of it.  

• Amazon Web Services (AWS) has taken a leadership position in the rapidly growing 

cloud computing industry with a substantial lead over both MSFT and GOOG. For 2018, we 

estimate AWS will deliver $26 billion in revenue, up 47% y/y. AWS enjoys profit margins well 

above corporate average at nearly 30% and, as such, is responsible for more than 50% of GAAP 

Operating Income even as it represents just 11% of total revenue.  

• Amazon has emerged as the #3 player in the digital advertising business, competing with 

GOOG and FB. Our due diligence suggests that advertisers are extremely enthusiastic to have a 

third major platform to reach consumers. We estimate AMZN’s advertising revenues to be 

between $8-$9 billion in 2018, up over 60% vs. 2017. Moreover, the ad business is likely much 

more profitable than the corporate average. We estimate op margins could be in the 40-50%+ 

range resulting in OI of as much as $4Billion or as much as 30% of GAAP OI.  

• With e-commerce continuing to grow in the mid-teens in the US and AMZN maintaining 

its massive lead even as it further enlarges its addressable market, we see a long runway for 

strong growth in the retail business as well. 

 

Tencent Holdings (TCEHY) 

• Tencent has a full ecosystem of businesses that cover nearly every aspect of social 

media and gaming for China.  This robust platform to service a sticky user base enables a 

number of strong businesses including advertising, gaming, e-commerce, communication tools, 

digital entertainment, cloud, and financial services/payment.  Tencent’s user engagement is 

unparalleled in China.   Also holds stakes in other internet vertical leaders such as JD.com and 

VIPS within e-commerce, the biggest classified ads company - 58.com, the biggest taxi hauling 

business - DidiKuadi, and the biggest O2O service company - MeituanDianping.  

• Tencent has the largest, most sticky and active user base in China: MAU on QQ exceeds 

800mm, MAU on WeChat/Weixin exceeds 1,080mm. Over 55% users open WeChat more than 

10 times a day. 80% high net worth people use WeChat. 86% of users are between 18-36 and 

45% users are between 18 and 25.  

• We believe Tencent has a long runway for growth in advertising, which grew 47% YoY in 

3Q 2018.  This is despite relative restraint on ad loads as the ad load on WeChat is far less than 

that of Facebook.  Internet finance, mobile payments and cloud are also huge opportunities.  

Tenpay, the WeChat payment tool, has the potential to develop into the PayPal of China. Helped 

by smart marketing and great use cases, Tencent’s payment system now links to more than 300 
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mil bank accounts. Tencent also retained a banking license and offers a full array of financial 

products and services.  

• Tencent’s gaming franchise is second to none in the largest gaming market in the world.  

However, the gaming business came under pressure as the government stopped new game 

approvals in March of 2018.  We believe this was a result of the uncertainties around merging the 

two government ministries that were until then responsible for game approvals.  This prevented 

Tencent from monetizing new blockbuster games in China such as Players Underground 

Battleground and Fortnite.  Concurrently, the government has made it clear they want tighter 

regulations around gaming going forward, particularly for minors.  The combination of these two 

created a negative sentiment towards the sector though only the game approval freeze 

constrained growth.  However, in December 2018 the government resumed game approvals so 

Tencent should be able to start monetizing its full portfolio once the government works through its 

backlog of games to approve.   

• Tencent’s asset light model results in a strong balance sheet and an ability to generate 

large free cash flow annually, which in turn gives Tencent the flexibility to be opportunistic in M&A 

both in and outside of China. 

 

Facebook (FB) 

• As the leading global social network with more than 1.8 billion monthly active users, the 

company possesses a large and growing network of users and a sizeable database of disclosed 

interest and intent that allows it to deliver ads with improved targeting and recall rates.    

• Facebook's combined reach, engagement, and ability to target, position the company to 

take material share of online advertising. 

• The company's visibility into user likes and preferences, social connections and other 

social signals and data create a degree of targeting that is unique both offline and online.   

• While core Facebook continues to garner a greater share of digital advertising budgets, 

we believe the company is also well positioned to drive incremental revenue and earnings growth 

in the near term from video ads and the monetization of Instagram, which now has over 500m 

users.   

• Longer term we believe WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger, both with over 1b users, 

also represent attractive incremental growth opportunities.   

• Social advertising market remains strong, growing over 30% in 2016 to ~$33b, with 

growth expected to remain in the 27-33% range for the next several years.  Facebook represents 

the lion’s share of this market, representing north of 90% of growth and over 80% of the market.   

• The combination of continued growth in core Facebook along with the monetization 

opportunity from digital video and Instagram as well as monetization of WhatsApp and 

Messenger longer term, should enable the company to generate robust 25-30% top line growth 

the next several years, which should translate to strong high 20% EPS growth. 

 

PayPal Holdings (PYPL) 

• Leading player in the rapidly growing space of e-commerce payments; company benefits 

from a network effect on both the merchant and customer side in addition to strong brand 

recognition. 

• The company’s platforms include PayPal, the rapidly growing social-network person-to-

person payment system Venmo, PayPal Credit, Xoom (forex transactions), and Braintree 

(universal online payment platform for merchants).   

• PayPal recently signed agreements with MasterCard and Visa, which should accelerate 

total payment volumes, while giving them cost certainty and transaction volume discounts.   
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• One Touch checkout, which leverages mobile device security to allow for completely 

seamless transactions for customers, is improving checkout conversion rates and ultimately 

contributing to higher total payment volumes growth.   

• PayPal is expected to enable Venmo as a merchant payment system in the near future, 

monetizing a large, rapidly growing, attractive user base.   

• Significant global presence with 55% of their active accounts overseas.   

• We expect business to consumer sales over the Internet/Mobile to grow rapidly over the 

next several years and PayPal to maintain its share of processing as it seeks to partner with other 

players in the payment ecosystem. 

 

Automatic Data Processing (ADP) 

• Leading payroll and HCM (human capital management) provider in the US, with a strong 

international presence (#1 in multinational payroll). 

• Strongly recurring revenue base as the client retention rate exceeds 90%.  

• Positioned to grow revenues high single digit through upselling existing clients on 

additional HCM functionality and the growth of their professional employer organization (PEO) 

which represents 20% of revenue and is growing low double digits.  

• ADP also generates about 20% of earnings from interest earned on the funds held for 

clients, which will benefit from increases in compensation and interest rates.  

• Recently completed the migration of the last remaining portion of the client base to 

modern cloud platforms which should enhance retention and provide further opportunities for 

upselling with high incremental margins. 

• Benefiting from an established cost reduction program, high retention rate, and cross 

selling opportunities, ADP should be able to expand margin by 75-100 bps annually.  

• ADP has a strong balance sheet and free cash flow generation capability and returns 

capital to shareholders through dividends (targeting 55-60% of net income) and regular buybacks. 

 

56. List positions significantly reduced within the past 3 months.  For top 10 positions, 

provide the rationale for the reduced portfolio exposure.  Indicate with an asterisk (*) those 

positions completely eliminated.   

In recent quarters, DSM’s turnover has been below historical levels, where no positions have 

been significantly reduced. In 3Q2019 we trimmed our position in Monster Beverage on slightly 

disappointing quarterly earnings. 

57. List positions significantly increased within the past 3 months.  For top 10 positions, 

provide the rationale for growing the position at this time.  Indicate with an asterisk (*) 

those names new to the portfolio. 

There have been no significant additions within the past three months as earnings results have 

been very robust and valuations remain reasonable. We used the proceeds from Monster 

Beverage to add to our position in PayPal, which had also declined due to a disappointing 

quarter, but reported strength in its core business. We also added to existing positions, EPAM 

Systems and Palo Alto Networks. 

 

58. Which holdings and/or sectors were meaningful contributors to (or detractors from) 

performance? 
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During the 3rd quarter 2019, DSM’s performance was negatively impacted by the market-driven 

price corrections of Adobe, Amazon, Facebook, PayPal and Tencent. We believe these leading 

global digital businesses remain fundamentally sound, and we are optimistic that they will 

continue generating solid earnings growth going forward. Elanco Animal Health also 

underperformed during the quarter due to the recently announced acquisition of Bayer’s animal 

health business, which has created uncertainty amongst some investors. We believe that the 

acquisition makes logical business sense and will continue to hold the stock. 

 

59. Provide any additional information regarding changes relevant to the portfolio. 

 

There are no significant changes made to the portfolio. 

 

60. What is the targeted capitalization range for the strategy?    

 

In general, the US Large Cap Growth strategy will invest in companies with market capitalizations 

in excess of $10 billion.  

 

61. Complete the following table as of the most recent quarter (specify).   

Capitalization Range Assets (as of 09/30/2019) 

  

$50 Billion or Greater 79.44% 

$25 Billion up to $ 50 Billion 6.45% 

$8 Billion up to $25 Billion 13.57% 

$1.5 Billion up to $8 Billion 0 

Less than $1.5 Billion 0 

 

62. What is the average number of names held in this portfolio?  Has this changed over time?  

If so, why? 

 

The portfolio typically holds 25-35 securities. This range has not changed over time. 

 

63. What is the portfolio overlap of this strategy and other similar strategy(ies) managed by 

the firm? 

 

There is overlap between US Large Cap Growth and other DSM strategies. DSM’s method is to 

identify high quality growth stocks at acceptable valuations, regardless of which strategies may 

eventually benefit from their inclusion.  Once a company has been fully vetted by the investment 

team and DSM is prepared to invest in the stock, the team will decide on which strategies and 

what position sizes are appropriate. 

 

US Large Cap Growth overlaps 63% of Global Growth 

US Large Cap Growth overlaps 51% of Global Focus Growth 

US Large Cap Growth overlaps 50% of Global Dividend Growth 

US Large Cap Growth overlaps 12% of International Growth 

US Large Cap Growth overlaps 14% of Emerging Growth 

 

64. Is tax efficiency considered when managing the strategy?   
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The majority of DSM’s clients are tax-exempt entities.  As a result, DSM’s sell decisions are not 

based on tax considerations. 

 

65. What has turnover been in the last five years? (Turnover is defined as the lesser of 

purchases or sales divided by the average value of the account.)  How does the 

investment process impact turnover? Under what conditions do you expect turnover to 

rise or fall? 

 

The annualized turnover for DSM’s US Large Cap Growth strategy for the last 5 years is 43%. 

 

Historically, turnover is lower in periods when DSM underperforms because fewer stocks 

approach their price targets. Historically, turnover is higher in periods when DSM outperforms 

because a greater number of stocks approach their price targets. 

 

66. Complete the following portfolio characteristics table where appropriate. 

Date (specify) 
Portfolio – DSM US 
Large Cap Growth 

Benchmark (Russell 
1000 Growth Total 

Return) 

09/30/2019   

Price/Earnings (12 mos. Trailing)* 32.1 25.4 

Price/Earnings (12 mos. Forward)* 24.4 21.1 

Price/Book 7.2 7.6 

Price/Cash Flow  21.0 18.2 

ROE (12 mos. Trailing) 23.4 29.0 

Projected EPS Growth (5 yrs.) 18.4 14.8 

Dividend Growth (last 5 yrs) 15.3 14.1 

Debt/Capital 67.7 123.5 

Current Yield 0.5% 1.2% 

Median Market Cap (Asset Weighted) $130.7B $121.4B 

Average Market Cap (Asset Weighted) $346.1B $329.2B  

Median Market Cap (Simple) $70.0B $12.7B 
*Provided on a weighted basis for the portfolio.  If unavailable, provide another clearly specified P/E figure (i.e. 

average). 

 

67. Describe fees and investment minimums for the strategy for all available vehicles, i.e. 

mutual funds, SMA, etc. 

 

 SMA 

Commingled Fund 
(Collective 

Investment Fund 
“CIF”) 

Mutual Fund, 
Institutional 

Class (DSMLX) 

Fees Management Fee:   

 

100 bps on first $5 mm 
75 bps on next $15 mm 
62.5 bps on next $80 mm 
50 bps on next $100 mm 
45 bps flat fee on assets 
over $200 mm 

55 bps  
Other expenses 
capped at 5 bps 

Fees capped at 
88 bps 
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Minimum 
Size (USD) 

$1.5 mm $5 mm $500K 

 

68. Discuss potential capacity levels of the strategy including what amounts would trigger 

both soft and hard closes. 

 

DSM primarily invests in the most liquid markets and in the stocks of mid to large-cap companies. 

Therefore, given the current level of assets under management, capacity limitations will not be an 

issue in the medium term. The estimated capacity of the US Large Cap Growth strategy is at 

least $15-20 billion. DSM will soft close on any and all of our strategies if we believe that our 

assets under management are approaching a scale whereby time to exit, or time to build a 

position, will prevent our achieving the desired outperformance of the market.  In doing so, we 

would have regard for the pipeline of anticipated flows from existing clients, and we would try to 

avoid hard closing by managing the process in the interests of existing clients. 

Risk Management 

Portfolio Level Risk 

69. How is portfolio risk monitored and controlled?  With whom does this responsibility lie? 

 

DSM monitors portfolio risk by: 

 

1. adjusting earnings models of holdings as often as necessary to reflect company business 

fundamentals or macro developments;  

2. monitoring actual P/E's and "most likely" returns of all holdings on a daily basis; by 

staying abreast of the views of leading economists globally;  

3. conducting ongoing maintenance research, including expert calls on all holdings;  

4. monitoring sector and subsector weightings with an eye on events or changes that could 

impact holdings in the portfolio.  

 

Risk impact is aggregated across the portfolio through the impact of changes in earnings 

estimates and target P/E’s as well as position size changes based on perceived common risk 

between holdings.  All members of the investment team keep investment risk top-of-mind both in 

modelling company financials and in establishing portfolio positions. The CIO (Daniel 

Strickberger) has veto rights on investment decisions. 

 

70. Please explain how risk management is embedded in the investment process and discuss 

the specific role of the portfolio manager in the risk management process and what, if any, 

risk factor guidelines are they expected to adhere to (ie, tracking error, sector over/under 

weights, individual position sizes, exposure to momentum, etc.) 

 

DSM's risk management process begins with our selection of high-quality growth companies.  

These are companies that demonstrate strong revenue growth, superior profitability, a growing 

stable earnings stream and high-quality balance sheets. 

 

For every stock we research, we create a detailed “low” earnings forecast, updated on a rolling, 

quarterly, three-year horizon.  We project "low" earnings and P/E scenarios as well as "most 
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likely" scenarios.  In the "low" earnings scenario, the goal is to avoid a projected negative return 

over the three-year investment horizon when the company "stumbles."  

 

The “most likely” EPS forecast, in combination with the “most likely” target P/E, enables DSM to 

project a “most likely” compound annual rate of return to the investment horizon.  Using this 

methodology to buy companies with attractive most likely three-year returns also helps to 

determine when it is time to sell a stock, thereby helping to control stock price risk in the portfolio. 

 

We actively monitor and manage sector/industry weights amongst securities with overlapping 

businesses, geographies, customs or economic risk. 

 

While DSM normally diversifies the portfolio among five to seven sectors, we do not have sector 

or industry weight constraints. Clients may impose position or sector weight limits.  

Tracking error is not explicitly targeted. Foreign domiciled positions are limited to a maximum of 

20% at market. Below are the general individual holding weights: 

 

- 1% to 2% weight to start 

- 3% to 5% average weight at cost 

- 5% to 7% at cost for select investments 

 

71. How often are risk management reports reviewed, and what does the review process 

entail?  Are risk factors explicitly identified and reviewed? 

DSM summarizes all fundamental models of owned companies every morning in a report that 

displays both “most likely” return and “low return” calculations. This report also indicates daily the 

current over or under-valuation of each security held according to DSM’s valuation discipline.  

DSM’s operational risk reports generally include the following daily compliance reviews, which are 

conducted on a firm-wide basis:  

 a.  Securities Allocation Test - Daily review of security cross-reference reports of 

each investment strategy to help ensure investment compliance with model portfolios.  

 b.  Securities Position Test – Daily review of owned-position analysis report to help 

ensure compliance with portfolio guidelines. 

 c.  Investment Restrictions Test – Daily review of compliance notification report to 

help ensure compliance with specific portfolio restrictions. 

 d.  Trading Test – Daily review of the trading blotter as well as a review of exception 

reports detailing discrepancies with brokers.  

DSM also has monthly, quarterly and annual risk reviews involving other policies of the firm; 

however, the daily reviews manage a majority of operational risk of a client’s portfolio. These 

reports are reviewed by the CIO, COO, investment team members, both traders, and CCO.  

These reports are reviewed by the CIO, COO, investment team members, both traders, and 

CCO.   

72. Do you subject the portfolio to stress testing?  If so, please provide specific details of that 

process. 
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No. DSM does not subject its portfolios to stress testing. 

 

Liquidity 

73. Please describe the strategy’s contributions, distributions, reinvestment, and redemption 

policies. 

 

DSM generally manages separate accounts and as such, does not need to have contribution, 

distribution, reinvestment and redemption policies. For the fund managed by DSM, those 

specifics are addressed in the applicable documents. 

 

74. Please provide an assessment of liquidity in your portfolio: 

 

DSM’s portfolios are highly liquid. Generally, we can sell 100% of the portfolio in one day at 

market price.  

 

75. How is liquidity monitored?  Discuss how liquidity could be impacted under certain 

scenarios such as large redemption activity or unusual market events? 

DSM does not invest in illiquid investments. The firm invests in high quality, exchange-traded 

securities, primarily in the most liquid markets, and in the stocks of mid to large-cap companies.   

In general, 100% of the US Large Cap Growth AUM can be liquidated in one day. 

76. Please list stocks held that your firm collectively owns more than 10% of the outstanding 

shares. 

There are none. 

77. Please list stocks held that your firm collectively owns more than 20% of the average daily 

traded volume. 

 

ABBOTT LABS 

ADOBE INC 

AUTOMATIC DATA 

BECTON DICKINSON 

BURLINGTON STORE 

ELANCO ANIMAL HE 

EPAM SYSTEMS INC 

GLOBAL PAYMENTS 

INTUIT INC 

MONSTER BEVERAGE 

MSCI INC 

NEUROCRINE BIOSC 

PALO ALTO NETWOR 

PAYPAL HOLDINGS 

ROYAL CARIBBEAN 

SIRIUS XM HOLDIN 

TENCENT HOLD-ADR 

THERMO FISHER 
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VISA INC-CLASS A 

ZOETIS INC 

 

78. If SMA, how long does it take for an account to become fully invested? 

 

It takes about 1-2 days for an account to become fully invested. 

 

 

 

Performance 

79. Insert a table or, alternatively, provide an attachment that supplies calendar year 

performance, since inception, for the strategy and the appropriate benchmark. 

 

Please see Exhibit B - DSM LCG Composite Summary 09.30.19. 

 

80. Insert a table or, alternatively, provide an attachment that supplies rolling 1, 3, 5, 10-year, 

and since inception performance, on an annualized basis as of most recent quarter end 

(specify) for the strategy and the appropriate benchmark. 

 

Please see Exhibit B - DSM LCG Composite Summary 09.30.19. 

 

a. If SMA, is the composite’s track record GIPS compliant?   

 

Yes. 

 

b. Has the composite or mutual fund been audited by a public accounting firm?  

 

Yes. The composites are audited and verified annually by ACA Verification Services, 

LLC. 

 

c. Does the composite contain back tested or simulated returns?    

 

No. 

 

d. Peer Ranking and universe:  

 

Please see Exhibit C - DSM US LCG eVestment Rankings 09.30.19 

 

e. If SMA, which databases do you report performance to?   

 

DSM reports its performance to eVestment database, which in turn distributes it to 

several other consulting databases.  

 

Compliance/Governance/Management 
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81. Please describe the structure of your compliance department and your compliance 

procedures currently in place. In your answer, please include: 

 

a. Provide the name of the person who is responsible for compliance? Is this a 

dedicated full time function? If not, how much time does this person dedicate to 

compliance? 

 

There are two dedicated full-time attorneys in the compliance team. Russell Katz is a 

Chief Compliance Officer and Blair Burton is an Associate Attorney in the compliance 

team.  

 

b. What is the reporting line for your compliance department? 

 

Both Russell and Blair report to Chief Operating Officer, Steve Memishian. 

 

82. Have there been any changes to the size of the compliance department and key 

responsibilities? 

There have not been any changes to the size of the compliance department and responsibilities. 

83. Please state your firm’s ethics policy.  How do you ensure that employees follow this 

ethics policy?   

DSM has adopted a Code of Ethics describing its commitment to integrity and high ethical 

standards.  The Code is based upon the principle that DSM and its employees owe a fiduciary 

duty to clients to conduct the affairs of employees, including their personal securities transactions, 

in such a manner as to avoid any actual or potential conflict of interests.  DSM’s Code contains 

provisions relating to the prohibition against trading on material, non-public information.  The 

Code also describes permissible personal securities transactions, permissible gifts and 

entertainment, and permissible outside business activities as well as protecting the confidentiality 

of client information.  All employees of DSM must acknowledge the terms of the Code annually 

and as amended.  Although it has never happened, any employee who willfully violates any 

provision, policy or procedure may be terminated. DSM conducts an annual training for all 

employees to ensure that they follow the policy. 

84. Have there been any changes to your compliance policies and procedures related to 

personal securities trading, code of ethics, trading, brokerage, soft dollars, trade error 

handling, risk management, privacy, and data security since our last review. 

 

There are no changes to our compliance policies and procedures related to personal securities 

trading, code of ethics, trading, brokerage, soft dollars, trade error handling, risk management, 

privacy, and data security in last one year. 

 

85. What are your execution costs and soft dollar arrangements? 

 

DSM has an obligation to seek to obtain “best execution” of a client’s securities transactions. In 

general, best execution is a process in which an adviser such as DSM seeks to execute a 

transaction in such a manner that a client’s total cost from each transaction is the most favorable 

under the circumstances. In determining what is most favorable, DSM considers the full range 

and quality of a broker-dealer’s services in placing a client’s order including, among other things, 
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the value of research provided as well as execution capability, commission rate, financial 

responsibility, and responsiveness of the broker-dealer. With regard to research offered by a 

broker-dealer, DSM considers the quality and frequency of its analytical work, the breadth and 

depth of its coverage, the availability of its analysts for discussion with DSM, its industry 

conferences, and its ability to organize meetings with company management.  

Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, provides a “safe harbor” for 

an investment adviser such as DSM to pay for certain research and brokerage products and 

services (“Research”) with commission dollars generated by client account transactions. DSM 

believes that its purchase of Research is within this safe harbor. 

When DSM is using such "soft dollars" to pay for Research, DSM will most likely pay a higher 

commission rate to a broker-dealer that provided Research than to another broker-dealer that did 

not provide Research. DSM may also trade with a broker-dealer who does not provide its own 

Research but pays third-parties who provide DSM with Research. 

Research is generally considered to be that which provides lawful (Section 28 (e)) and 

appropriate assistance to DSM in connection with the performance of its investment decision-

making responsibilities. Examples of such Research include, but are not limited to, “sell-side” 

research, market data and economic research, trading volumes, company financial data and 

economic data (e.g., unemployment, GDP figures), company news, and expert consultants.  

When selecting broker-dealers that provide Research, DSM is obligated to determine in good 

faith that the commission paid to a broker-dealer is reasonable in relation to the value of the 

Research. To address these and potentially other conflicts, DSM prepares a soft dollar budget 

prior to each calendar year. This budget is reviewed and updated periodically to reflect, among 

other factors, changes in DSM's opinion of the quality and usefulness of the Research. In 

addition, all uses of soft dollars and the annual budget for soft dollars is approved by the Chief 

Compliance Officer. Lastly, DSM regularly evaluates the execution performance of the broker-

dealers it uses to execute clients’ transactions. These efforts are designed to help address the 

conflict of interest associated with soft dollars. 

 

86. In the past quarter, have you had any serious violations of your personal securities trading 

policy, code of ethics, or Gifts and Entertainment policy?  What sanctions were imposed?   

 

There have been no such violations in the past quarter. 

 

87. What policies and procedure are in place to ensure compliance with current regulations on 

proxy voting? 

 

Please see Exhibit D - DSM Proxy Voting Policy. 

 

88. Do principals or employees trade for their own accounts? Is this monitored or are records 

maintained? If so, by whom? 

 

The CCO, Russell Katz will maintain a list of target companies and experts of public companies to 

help ensure appropriate trading therein.    

 

DSM’s compliance program is designed to monitor the firm’s investment activity and its 

employees’ personal trading activities.  Specifically, DSM requires pre-clearance of certain 

employee transactions as well as periodic reviews of employee accounts.  In connection with the 

use of experts, DSM’s compliance program will review transactions for, among other things, 
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significant gains and avoidance of large losses, patterns of trades in advance of market moving 

news, and unusual trading methods and products.   

 

The CCO will also randomly sample employee interviews with experts on an ongoing basis. 

 

89. Please indicate the level of errors and omissions, professional liability, and fiduciary 

insurance coverage; include the name of the firm’s insurance carrier, dollar amount of 

coverage under the policy and extent of coverage. 

INSURANCE POLICY COVERAGE LIMITS EFF 
DATE 

EXP DATE INSURANCE 
CARRIER 

            

UMBRELLA Each Occurrence $5,000,000 5/26/2019 5/26/2020 Hartford 

            

            

ERRORS & 
OMISSIONS 
DIRECTORS & 
OFFICERS 

Investment Advisor 
Professional Liability 

$5,000,000 4/7/2019 4/7/2020 Travelers 
Insurance 

            

FIDELITY & 
FORGERY 

Forgery or Alteration $3,000,000 9/16/2019 9/16/2020 Travelers 
Insurance 

            

ERISA BOND 
Limit of Insurance $500,000 7/30/2019 7/30/2022 Travelers 

Insurance 

            

FIDUCIARY/FIDELITY 
BOND 

Limit of Insurance:   7/30/2019 7/30/2020   

  
for any ERISA Plan other 
than as set forth below 

$500,000     C.N.A. 
Insurance 

  
In the case of an ERISA 
Plan that holds employer 

$1,000,000       

  Securities         

            

CYBER LIABILITY Limits of Insurance $5,000,000 9/19/2019 9/19/2020 Ironshore 

 

90. Describe your backup and disaster recovery plans. When was the plan last tested and 

what were the results of the test. Was the plan modified as a result of the test? 

 

Please see Exhibit E - DSM BCP Summary. 

 

DSM conducted an annual review of its Business Continuity Plan on Thursday, December 13, 

2018. DSM successfully conducted business operations from its disaster recovery location in 

Lake Mary, Florida hosted by Sungard AS. The plan was not modified as a result of the test. 

 

91. Are there any criminal, civil or administrative proceedings against the firm, its investment 

vehicles or any of its principals? Have there been any in the past? If yes, please explain. 

 

There have been no criminal, civil or administrative proceedings against the firm since inception. 

 

92. Is the firm registered with any regulatory agency, such as the SEC, CFTC, or any state 

agencies?   

 

DSM is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), 

Registration Number 801-60423. 
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93. Has your firm or any of your employees ever been the subject of an investigation by the 

SEC, FINRA or any other government or regulatory office? If yes, please explain. If the 

SEC or any other regulatory office has ever fined the firm, please disclose the relevant 

details. 

 

No. 

 

94. Has your firm been examined by any regulatory agency in the past quarter?  Were there 

any issues identified from that exam? 

No. 

95. Describe any conflicts of interest your firm may have in the management of this account. 

 

There are no conflicts of interests in the management of this account. 

 

96. What services are outsourced? 

DSM uses the following service providers:  

Service Provider Description of Services  

ACA Cybersecurity Cyber Consultant 

ACA Performance Verification Performance Verification 

Dechert LLP Worldwide Counsel 

Duff & Phelps Compliance Consultant 

Esentire Inc. Cyber Intrusion Monitoring 

INDATA Services Co., LLC Portfolio Mgt & Trading System 

MSCI ESG Monitor, Index Constituent Data 

Sunguard Availability Services DSM DR Site 

 

97. Please describe the governance of the fund including the Board of Directors. 

As a limited liability company, DSM has a Board of Managers that manages the company.  

Stephen Memishian and Daniel Strickberger are the members of the Board of Managers. 

 

Sustainability/ESG (If applicable) 
 

98. What is your firm’s history of and exposure to sustainable and ESG investing? 

 

DSM first implemented its ESG policy in September of 2016.  At this time, analysts began 

reviewing ESG reports on companies as part of their general research and analysis.  This ESG 

policy is applied across all of DSM’s strategies.  DSM became a signatory to the UN PRI in 

October of 2017. Please see Exhibit F – DSM ESG Policy.  
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99. How does your firm define Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) investing? 

 

It is DSM’s policy to include ESG factors in its investment process. In general, if DSM determines 

that ESG factors may have a material impact on the potential long-term returns of an investment, 

DSM will complete in depth research on those issues and continue to monitor them for any 

developments and determine whether any action should be taken with respect to the investment.  

DSM will invest in companies with ESG issues when our research concludes that the issues are 

not material to long-term financial returns. DSM will evaluate Board of Directors independence, 

qualifications and procedures, with regard to achieving future financial returns for shareholders. 

 

100. What differentiates your ESG fund from other funds in the sector? 

 

DSM does not offer an ESG fund. 

 

101. What type of companies do this fund look into invest in? 

 

While DSM does not offer an ESG fund, each analyst/PM reviews all ESG Controversy Reports 

for each of the companies that they cover, providing commentary to the Firm’s CIO on any 

material negative assessments.  The CIO, in conjunction with the applicable analyst, will 

determine if any action is to be taken with respect to any investment held in DSM’s model 

portfolio investment strategies.  The CCO or a designee will maintain an ESG file incorporating all 

analysts’ commentary.  As updates or changes occur in the ESG ratings of any company held in 

DSM’s strategies, the relevant analyst/PM is provided with updated Controversies Reports for 

further review and analysis. 

 

102. What experience does the team have in the ESG space? 

 

DSM’s portfolio managers review and analyze MSCI ESG Controversy reports for all prospective 

companies and for all companies held in DSM’s portfolios. DSM portfolio managers also review 

all ESG matters that arise in the course of their company research. Where appropriate, portfolio 

managers will engage with companies’ management and investor relations teams regarding ESG 

matters. 

 

103. Are there any risks unique to ESG investing? 

 

It is DSM’s policy to integrate responsible investing and ESG factors in its investment process. 

While we understand our fiduciary duty to clients is to produce attractive risk adjusted returns, we 
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also realize that investing in companies impaired by serious ESG issues could also be a 

detriment to realizing that goal.  As a long-only, high conviction, growth equity manager, the kinds 

of companies we find as potentially attractive investments tend to be characterized by high 

amounts of intellectual property, tend not to despoil the environment and tend to be well-

managed with diverse management teams. However, if we feel we need to engage with 

management to effect change, we will not hesitate.  Further, if engagement does not work, we 

would evaluate the continued investment in the company and where appropriate sell the position 

then feel compelled to sell the position and move on. 


